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Q ld 4508 

 
Like all EZ Machinery Mulcher      
attachments, the robust design is    
efficient, durable, and low          
maintenance. Cutting capacity up to  
125 mm. With the addition of the FF 
Range, to the Mulcher line up,  
EZ  Machinery is continuing to           
innovate the Australian Forestry and          
Vegetation Management attachment 
market 

The EZ-FF Range of Fixed Flail Forestry Mulcher are the latest addition to the             
EZ Machinery line of Mulchers. Engineered to work efficiently across a range of       
excavators from 4 to 30 Tonnes. It is the perfect tool for property maintenance, land 
clearing, heavy vegetation management, or to  create a defensible space in areas 
where bushfires are a threat. 

Phone: 1300 736 982 
www.ezmachinery.com.au 



For further information on the range of Mulchers including specifications and warranty 
call 1300 736 982.  

A hydraulic motor is matched to the hydraulic output of your 
Machine for superior power delivery.  The direct drive     
coupling eliminates high maintenance belts and pulleys. This   
ensures you get the maximum performance from your 
mulcher using your standard hydraulic system. The           
machines are fitted with two main high  pressure hoses for 
hydraulic inlet and outlet, and in most cases, require a case 
drain.  
 
The 70-EZFF comes with a custom built hitch to suit your 
machine (Excavator, Backhoes) avoiding any  unnecessary 
wear on the pins or bushes.  
 
The EZ-70FF also comes with a built-in thumb saddle that 
when combined with the  optional hydraulic thumb grab, 
can    easily pick up and remove obstacles such as timber 
and rocks. The thumb saddle can also be used to drag mate-
rial out of the way without  damaging the mulcher body. 
 
The Mulcher is locally designed and manufactured in       
Brisbane, Australia to suit  Australian conditions.  This means 
that they are equipped to do the job you need with amazing 
durability.  

 

EZ-70 FIXED FLAIL 

MULCHER 

www.ezmachinery.com.au 

MODEL  70-EZFF  

Working Width  700mm  

Weight  300kg 

No of Hammers 20 

Thumb saddle  Yes  

Excavator Size  4-6 

Material  125mm 

Hydraulic Flow 
Range  

55LPM+ + 

Max Pressure  320 bar 

Drum Speed  3000 rpm  


